THE LAST CRUSADE
Amended Summary and Sequence of Play
SET-UP
1. Separate the cards into a deck of terrain cards, and a deck for each faction.
2. Each player chooses any 6 terrain cards. Randomly draw three and place them face-up as your starting zone. Roll a die; Even, one player places his remaining choices as the center row; Odd, the other player places. Remaining terrain cards are not used.
3. Select a faction. Separate the special cards from the unit cards, forming two decks.
4. Supply points at start: Germans = 27; USA or Russians = 21. Pay for start row battlefield terrain and purchase starting units or specials.
5. Deploy all of your starting force face-down onto your headquarters, start row, or airfield.
6. Shuffle each of your two decks. For your starting hand, draw a total of 7 cards from  either deck. You may look at each drawn card before deciding which deck to draw from next.
7. Determine first player. Play then alternates.

VICTORY
The game ends at a predetermined time, or when the opposing headquarters of a player is captured (worth 5 SP). When either occurs, each player totals the supply value of the enemy units he destroyed. Highest total wins. Players should keep all destroyed enemy units face-down, hidden from the other player.

REMINDERS
• Stacking limit: 3 units per battlefield zone; 9 for the headquarters; Unlimited for an airfield.
• Hand size: No limit.
• May move through your own units.
• Difficult terrain: Units must stop upon entering.
• Committed (turn the card 90o): Only if a unit digs in, moves, or attacks (except AA fire). Doing recon does not commit.
• Spotted/Unspotted: Face-up/Face-down.  Any unit that fires is spotted.
• If there is a conflict in card resolution, the last card played takes precedence.
• Dug-in unit: Ignores the first hit from any attack.
• Supply: Traced orthogonally from a zone to your Headquarters. A unit must be in supply to refit (be repaired), assault, and defend at full strength. Supply stockpile may be accumulated from turn to turn.
• Attachments: Only one person and weapon per unit; Do not count toward stacking limits.
• Obstacles are placed between zones and only effect enemy units crossing that edge.
• The inf, arm, and air firepower (FP) factors on each combat unit represent the number of dice rolled for that type of combat. FP modifiers adjust the number of dice rolled. A gray air FP can only be used if attacked.
• The target number (TN) for all units is a 5+ for a hit. TN modifiers adjust the number needed to hit.
• The def factor is the number of hits it takes to destroy that unit.
• Modifiers are applied in the order of:
(1) Attachment, (2) Terrain, (3) Specials.
• Infantry support: Defending infantry arm FP is doubled against assaulting force containing only armor (unless assaulting into Clear or Steppe terrain).

SUPPLY (SP) COSTS PER UNIT:
Deploy reinforcement = see card
Movement = 0
Reconnaissance = 0
Launch aircraft = 2
Air strike or antiaircraft fire (AA) = 0
Infantry assault = 1
Armor assault = 2
Defend against assault = 1
Fire artillery (bombard) = 1

MOVEMENT POINTS (MP):
Infantry = 1
Mechanized = 2
To dig in = 1
To mount/dismount a transport = 1
PLAYER TURN SEQUENCE
A. REINFORCEMENT
1. Uncommit all committed units.
2. Return all aircraft to the airfield, subject to AA fire.
3. Roll for supply points (SP). Germans or Russians = Roll 3 dice, add 2 highest results; USA = Roll 4 dice, add 3 highest results.
4. Draw one card from either of your decks. You may purchase additional draws for 3 SP.
5. Check Indefinite cards in play. Roll a die; If a 5+ results, the card is discarded.
6. May refit only one point of damage per supplied unit by paying 1 SP per hit.
7. Deploy units from hand, paying SP. The Russian player also has the option of either deploying an infantry unit of 2 SP or less for free, or taking a die roll of additional refit SP which can only be used on infantry of 2 SP or less.

B. AIR ACTION
• Prepare airstrikes, recon, or CAP.
• May move aircraft in groups or individually along either air corridor an unlimited distance for 2 SP each.
• Moving aircraft are always spotted (face-up) and subject to AA fire (not gray air) from any adjacent zone it enters or passes.
• Air-to-air combat is simultaneous for two rounds. Surviving planes without drop tanks must return to their airfield.

C. RECONNAISSANCE
• To bombard or airstrike an enemy unit, it must be spotted through successful recon.
• Recon has no SP cost, and does not commit the unit, but the reconning unit becomes spotted (turned face-up).
• Units with recon ability may attempt to spot any orthogonally adjacent zone.
• A unit's recon number is the number of dice it rolls in its attempt to spot. The dice may be split among different target units in the same zone. A roll of 5+ successfully spots the unit.
• Spotted units are placed face-up for the remainder of the game.

D. BOMBARDMENT
• Aircraft may perform airstrikes on spotted adjacent zones (0 SP), and artillery may bombard spotted zones in range (1 SP each).
• All surviving ground units may return fire (air) on attacking air units. Exception: Units with gray air cannot return fire on Heavy Bombers.
• Friendly fire: When attacking with Heavy Bombers, for each TN roll of 1 a friendly adjacent unit takes one hit.

E. MANEUVER & ASSAULT
• May move ground units, dig in, transport, assault enemy units, or capture enemy zones.
• Uncommitted artillery may support an assault (which would then become committed).
• All defending and attacking units become spotted.
• Flank attacks (multiple simultaneous attack of the same zone) receive +2 FP to the flanking units.
• If all defending units are eliminated, assaulting units may enter (capture) the assaulted zone, and may continue moving or assaulting if any MP remain.
• Assault combat:
1. To assault, you must: (1) Have 1 MP available, (2) Be in supply, (3) Pay SP costs.
2. Declare zone to be assaulted. All attacks are resolved one unit at a time.
3. Defending units attack first. Defender may include any uncommitted artillery. If not in supply, or choose not to spend SP for defense, FP is halved (rounded up).
4. Surviving assaulting units attack (apply any obstacles).
5. Assaulting units may withdraw.
6. Defending and assaulting units attack for a second round, but this time simultaneously (ignoring obstacles).
